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Be it business or the arts, there’s something intriguing that occurs when siblings 
extend relationships beyond the family and into their professional lives   

From the melodic harmonies of The Jackson 5 or The Andrews Sisters, to the comedic 
brotherly jabs of the Smothers Brothers’ “Mom always liked you best” routine, it’s 
genuinely intriguing when siblings choose to further the union by banding together 
in their professional lives.  

Whether they are entrepreneurs, musicians or artisans, bonding in this way can 
potentially become a formidable advantage in a career, as they foster the ties that 
often prove to be the longest and most enduring of all the familial relationships.  
Here, we feature four enterprising, Niagara-based sibling associations, sharing 
thoughts on their close proximity, ongoing relationships, and how it feels to inter-
twine their successes.
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The Nitsopoulos brothers have become something of a well-
oiled entrepreneurial machine since the family moved to Niagara 
from Toronto in 1975. With their umbrella company Heart of 
Niagara Hotels now encompassing a wide array of St. Catharines 
businesses, brothers Chris, John, Angelo, Jimmy, and Peter 
have succeeded in building a diverse powerhouse,  ranging 
from franchise brand names such as Holiday Inn, Best Western, 
Days Inn, Perkins Restaurant and Timothy’s Coffee, to their own 
creations, JJ Kapps and The London Arms, and even two fi tness 
centres and a bowling centre.

After achieving popularity at their original Toronto restaurant, 
Chicken Burger, in the early-70s, where they were the fi rst fast-
food takeout to serve pulled chicken, the family decided on an 
opportunity to open a restaurant here in Niagara. Hard work paid 
off over many years, and as the brothers eventually expanded into 
other enterprising prospects they remained equal shareholders and 
co-presidents in these further ventures. Says John, “After looking at 
market needs to see if it fi ts with our business growth model and if 
the numbers work, we go to a vote and either move forward or not. 
We require three votes to proceed on any initiatives.” Working in a 
highly changeable economy, the desire is to always be competitive 
in the marketplace, staying prepared and nimble.  

And while they’re quick to admit that it’s frequently a “challenging” 
arrangement requiring extreme patience and open communication, 
it’s also one they have total trust and support in, just as their father 
guided them growing up. A role model to all fi ve, Peter Sr. would 
continually encourage the boys to band together, often telling 

them, “It’s easy to break one stick, but harder to break fi ve sticks 
combined.” www.heartofniagarahotels.com

SIBLING SECRETS 

• Nitso is the family’s “real” last name. When they immigrated to 
Canada in 1968, Macedonia was not recognized as a country, 
so they were given the name Nitsopoulos (a Greek name) by the 
Canadian government.

• Angelo and Jimmy, at the ages of 11 and 13, worked Yonge and 
Dundas streets in Toronto as shoeshine boys. 

• One of their many restaurants, JJ Kapps Bar & Grill, was named by 
combining the brothers’ fi rst initials. 

• Jimmy’s hero is Alexander the Great, because he was a great 
Macedonian warrior.

• The family celebrates their traditional religious “name days,” the day 
of the year associated with one’s given name, instead of birthdays. 

• John’s nickname became “Johnnie Love,” from his travels with 
friends who noted his continuous happy disposition and how he 
always talks to everyone he meets. 

• Between them, the fi ve brothers have 15 children and 11 
grandchildren. 

• Are there any big fi ghts to speak of?  “All of our fi ghts are big,” 
confesses Angelo, “otherwise, what is the point of fi ghting?” »  

The Entrepreneurs

Jimmy, John (seated), 
Angelo, Peter, 
Photographed by Cheryl Thiessen
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What is the genesis of genius marketing for a family wine concept? 
It’s about creating a little Sibling Rivalry, the innovative brotherly 
branding from the Speck Brothers of Henry of Pelham Winery. Paul 
is the business guy; Matthew, the winemaker; and Daniel is sales 
and marketing. 

They have each worked at the family vineyards in Niagara’s Short 
Hills Bench most of their lives since 1984, and although they went 
to university thinking they would each do their own thing, “necessity 
pulled us together when our dad was sick, and then we found that 
we liked working together as adults. And we’re able to do these cool 
things when we work together that we wouldn’t be able to do solo,” 
Daniel relates.  

Launching in 2008, their Sibling Rivalry wine label is an idea to 
incorporate three varietal blends of grape into each red, white and 
blush selection, and cleverly mimics the notes of diversity they bring 
to their unifi ed partnership. As Matthew observes, “If you want to go 
quickly, go alone, but if you want to go far, go together.”  

While part of the Specks’ philosophy is to play to their specifi c 
strengths, an overriding ability to discuss things rationally and prob-
lem-solve together might be their biggest asset. “That, combined 

with three minds working on a problem for a shared sense of pur-
pose, is really more important than intelligence,” says Daniel. “If two 
heads are better than one, three are better than two—when we are 
all being reasonable.” www.siblingrivalrywine.ca  

SIBLING SECRETS 

• Paul is a metal head; Matt used to track all over the place following 
The Grateful Dead; and Daniel took acting classes, saying he still 
uses many of those skills today.

• Their dad loved to drive, so he bought a motorhome in which the 
family crisscrossed North America, even spending one Christmas in 
a Walmart parking lot.  

•The brothers are self-avowed late-nighters who tend to “uninten-
tionally” close pretty much every party they end up at. 

• All three went to St. John’s College, a small liberal arts university 
in Annapolis, Maryland, that emphasized philosophy, languages and 
math.

• They all “swear like truckers.”  

The Artisans
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Daniel, Matt and Paul, 
Photographed by Nataschia Wielink
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The St. Catharines-based Mantini Sisters—Sandra, Barbara and 
Ann—have blended a natural love of music and each other’s compa-
ny for over 25 years. These sisters in song were raised among seven 
kids in a fi rst-generation Italian family, and began performing individu-
ally. But their charisma as a trio and collective versatility in range and 
styles have proven a hit with fans of their albums and acclaimed stage 
shows Moments to Remember, The Ladies of Broadway, Home for 
the Holidays, and The Mantini Sisters & Friends…Christmas!  

“We certainly have our disagreements, but we never really have 
any major fi ghts to speak of,” says Ann. “Our parents encouraged 
us to always respect each other and accept our differences. I think 
that’s the reason we have been able to work closely together for 
so long.”  

Those differences also promote collaboration. Sandra deals 
with the business management of budgets, bookings and travel 
details; Barbara handles the technology, audio needs, music and 
radio promoting for the group; and Ann uses her writing and theatre 
background to develop the show scripts, dialogue and promotional 
pieces. It’s a special interaction of music and business necessity 
that also deepens their sibling bond. “One of the best things about 

it is you learn how to share and care for each other, and to pass that 
on to people around you,” Sandra says.

With a new album released just weeks ago, Pretty World, pro-
duced with Fenwick’s Mark Lalama, the sisters see a bright future for 
their tuneful alliance, while doing what they love to do . . . together.  
www.mantinisisters.com

SIBLING SECRETS 

• Barbara’s family nickname is “Barbeque” (given by her father) and 
she can talk like Donald Duck. 

• Sandra can blow air out of her eyes.

• Ann has run three half-marathons over this past year and a half. 

• The sisters grew up listening to an eclectic assortment of albums 
and 45s—everything from Johnny Cash to The Beatles, and Julie 
Andrews to Donna Summer, and with accompanying choreography.

• The death of their brother Aldo, from cancer, at age 31, drew them 
into helping bring a Wellspring Centre to Niagara, which helps fami-
lies deal with the effects of the disease.

The Entertainers

Ann, Barbara and Sandra 
Photographed by Nataschia 
Wielink/Hair/Makeup Allure
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When Larry Vaughan Sr. left a 15-year career at Niagara Falls 
Hydro in 1975 to fi nally work full time at his company Ground Aerial 
Maintenance Services Ltd. (GAMS), a weekend side venture he and 
his uncle started back in 1967, the fi rst day’s report was less than 
encouraging. “I lost more money than I made,” he joked to the family.

Things have gratefully changed from those uncertain times. 
With undaunted entrepreneurial spirit and dedication, Larry Sr. 
built the fl edgling utility and line service company, and since the 
mid-80s, has gained the help of his sons, Larry and Jim, who are 
fundamental partners.  

It’s complementary kismet that the two siblings had individual 
callings and offer diverse skills. Choosing different paths, Larry 
studied at Niagara College, graduating as an electrical technologist, 
and became a journeyman lineman. Jim, on the other hand, gained 
experience inside the automotive industry and specialized in utility 
fl eet maintenance, developing safety initiatives and training for 
vehicle technicians. “It’s Larry’s job to make the money and it’s my 
job to spend it,” Jim clarifi es amusingly. 

Now, as their talents combine at GAMS, Larry says the distinction 
is exceedingly effective. “I hate working on cars and trucks and Jim 
isn’t that fond of electricity, so we know each other’s jobs are safe. 
The funny thing is, we each think the other has a crappy job.”

And though each brother has carved a unique niche within the 
company, they both recognize it’s the indisputable cohesion of family 
that contributes to their success. “At the end of the day, we have 
each other’s back, and that’s what’s important.” www.gamsltd.com

SIBLING SECRETS 

• Jim and his wife Darlene have strong ties to the charity Wells 
of Hope, bringing clean drinking water to impoverished areas of 
Guatemala. 

• GAMS has spearheaded the Niagara Luminaire Project in Niagara 
Falls, introducing new environmentally sound and economical LED 
lighting technologies to the city.

• An avid runner and cyclist, Larry competes regularly in triathlons 
and is a veteran member of the Niagara Falls International Marathon 
board of directors. 

• The brothers have other business interests including The Niagara 
Falls Motor Lodge, Storage Niagara, and real estate ventures.

• And how do the brothers respond to their dichotomous business 
responsibilities?  “More than once,” says Jim, “we’ve been in suits in 
the morning and a trench that afternoon.”  NM
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Jim and Larry Vaughn, 
Photographed by Nataschia Wielink 


